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Picture credits - KTM. Submit more pictures. Pictures, trademarks and logos of third parties are
the exclusive property of the respective owners. Technical specifications are subject to change
without notice. This web uses cookies. About Bikez. Advertise products. Contact Bikez. Privacy
policy. Motorcycle catalogue and Motorcycle classifieds. Discuss this bike Rate this motorbike
This bike's rating 3 reviews available Write a review Sell this motorcycle Such bikes for sale
Insurance quotes Finance options Tip a friend List related bikes. The SX has developed to the
motorcycle of its class. With lively engine characteristics and optimal cross-handling this
motorcycle is the best of many years in the world championship and winner of the US national
Championship. By the use of a V-Force Intake System and a new exhaust the performance is
improved significantly. Compare with any other bike. Displacement :. Bore x stroke :. Front
suspension :. Rear suspension :. Wheelbase :. Compare US insurance quotes from the nation's
top providers. Compare US motorcycle loan quotes from the nation's top providers. Also check
out our overview of motorcycle webshops at Bikez. Parts and accessories available from
Revzilla Motocross. Ships to the US. List related bikes for comparison of specs. Sell or buy
used bikes? Ads are free. You can list all KTM SX available and also sign up for e-mail
notification when such bikes are advertised in the future. Bikez has a high number of users
looking for used bikes. Before you buy this bike, you should view the list of related motorbikes
Compare technical specs. Look at photos. And check out the rating of the bike's engine
performance, repair costs, etc. Rating sample for this KTM bike. You can also compare bikes.
We have a Ktm and have just got a full hgs system for it , what jetting will need to be changed?
What will I need to change for the pipe to run well? Ride and see how it runs before changing
the jetting. There's too many variables to predict what you need. Also, if you have trouble and
can't seem to get the stock carb just right, many use a stock sx carb, which is a Keihin 38mm.
HGS should run great, good choice! Tracktor wrote:. Lots of people have, including those with
dyno access. It's a very good mod, it makes a big difference on my sx and I am currently doing
the same job on our tc Bruce wrote:. In both our TC's and one i my 96 CR All with just amazing
results. My oldest boy is only wanting to ride 's now we are selling his f. Which he was originally
selling to get a , lol. They come pre-jetted. They use much different richer jetting due to their
design What i found interesting, when pitbits did a thing on the class supporting the GP series,
all the KTM and Husky bikes were running the Mikuni. Including the factory supported bikes. I
have a stack of Mikunis in a box all brand new lol. Did the STIC change the exhaust note on your
bike? Both of ours sound completely different. The one I just went through modded and put the
newest version sounds like a You can pick it out on the track by the exhaust sound Yeah, ive
got two stic on bike also Vital MX - Motocross. Forum Main Moto-Related Ktm hgs jetting.
Related: Edit Tags Done. Edit Tags Done. HGS pipe is a top end screamer, so focus on the main
and be prepared to hold it wide open. Have you tried on a sx? Bruce wrote: Lots of people have,
including those with dyno access. Grace to You. Bruce wrote: What i found interesting, when
pitbits did a thing on the class supporting the GP series, all the KTM and Husky bikes were
running the Mikuni. Tracktor wrote: I have a stack of Mikunis in a box all brand new lol. Lectron
vs STIC? Tweet More The Latest. Alex Martin's Vlog - Orlando 2 Supercross. Lap-By-Lap:
Orlando 2 1. Leatt Heritage Video 1 Promoted Post. Video Highlights: Orlando 2 Supercross.
Results Sheet: Orlando 2 Supercross. Bench Racing: Orlando 2 Supercross Vital Links: Orlando
2 Supercross 3. PING 7. Most Popular. Social Scoop 2. Good, Bad, 'n Ugly: Orlando 1 1. Social
Scoop. Results Sheet: Orlando 1 Supercross. Results Sheet: Indianapolis 3 Supercross. KTM
has put itself on an even playing field with the almighty Japanese manufacturers. For years
people have had a big misconception about where KTM comes from and what its goals are. As
you can see from its huge racing effort, KTM is no longer taking baby steps. This year it opened
eyes around the world with Grant Langston's winning the National championship. KTM is now in
the limelight, and the '04 version of the already potent SX showed serious muscle throughout
our comparison. During our lap-time portion of the test, rider Matt Armstrong threw down his
fastest lap aboard the SX by nearly two seconds. Although rider opinions are interesting and
give good feedback, lap times cannot be disputed. And the truth is that the new KTM is up to
par. In the past the handling department has been KTM's weakest link. The WP suspension has
since come a long way. The new 48mm WP fork comes with some new valving to help with the
midstroke, eliminate harshness and ensure a more progressive feel. The new suspension
changes are really noticeable compared with last year's bike. The fork and shock are sensitive
to clicker adjustments, and most of our test riders had no problems setting the suspension to
their liking. The suspension seemed to work best in faster conditions with a lot of momentum.
In rough, slow sections it's hard to keep the front end planted in the direction you intend to ride.
The shock works well in most situations, but the linkless rear end does have a different feel to
it. The handling characteristics are really predictable, and you get constant feedback from the
front end. The brakes are super-responsive and didn't show signs of fade. The ergonomics are

different. The SX has a very narrow feel to it, and most of the riders praised the change and
liked the way the bike felt in rough conditions when using a ton of body English. However, the
stock bar takes some time to get used to--it feels high and too far forward. The motor simply
hauls butt! After the first couple of laps most of our testers were convinced the KTM was a
cheater bike. The company has really worked hard and it shows; there is not another that feels
close in the motor department. The power is super-smooth. From the bottom-end all the way
through the top-end the motor keeps pulling with a ton of overrev. The best part about this
motor is it has good, usable power that is controllable; it doesn't spin the rear tire and gets the
power to the ground. The jetting is spot-on--not a miss anywhere in the powerband. The orange
flyer also comes stock with a Moto Tassinari V-Force reed valve. Gearing inside the
transmission is a close ratio--first and second gear feel close, and we found ourselves shifting
more than normal. Under power the transmission feels like butter; missed shifts weren't too
common. From the first day of our test, the KTM shocked everyone. The motor is in a class of
its own, and the changes to the WP suspension are huge and make the bike much easier to ride.
The brakes are class-leading, and the bike is rider-friendly at any level of talent. The fact that
Armstrong had his fastest lap time on the KTM is super-impressive considering he didn't think it
was going to be fastest on that bike. Renthal bars and grips come stock on the KTM, and the
graphics are clean and last a long time. When it comes time to buy a new bike, don't let the
orange bang scare you. The KTM SX is for real and is going to have the number-one plate with
Grant Langston when the gate drops in the outdoor season. Menu Sign Up. Dirt Rider. Search
Search. I had no problems sizing up jumps on the KTM, as it had more than enough power. I
was also amazed at how perfectly the motor was jetted; it never missed a beat. My only real
complaint with the pumpkin is the suspension. It seemed good on some sections but horrible
on others. I also had to really search to come up with a good setting. It's not the easiest bike to
set up to your liking--it definitely takes time to adjust to the ergonomics and the feel of the WP
suspension. The motor hits hard off the bottom and pulls well out of corners. Midrange is
awesome, it pulls and pulls. Top-end power is strong and has a ton of overrev. The KTM shifts
smoothly, and the transmission is consistent. The suspension is a little stiff; I am a tad on the
light side so I had to ease up on the compression. The shock soaks up hard impacts well, but
it's a bit harsh in square-edged bumps. The hydraulic clutch is a big advantage; it has a really
smooth feel to it and it never seemed to fade. The motor is great, comes on strong in the
midrange and pulls to the moon. I also really liked the clutch; it had a nice easy pull to it and
never gave me any kind of arm-pump. The brakes are gnarly; the front feels as if it came off a
roadrace bike and has tons of stopping power. It took some time to get the suspension dialed
in. I really had to take my time and get it fine-tuned. I am really shocked at how good this bike is;
KTM definitely deserves some serious credit. It has great midrange and the top end seems to
rev forever. The KTM SX was by far the fastest of them all, but unfortunately th
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e bike felt awkward and did not handle very well. The forks were too stiff and had a harsh
feeling to them. I played around with the settings but the WP suspension didn't seem to
respond. The shock, however, seemed to soak up breaking bumps really well. I liked the KTM
when the track was smooth, but the minute it got rough the bike didn't do what I wanted it to. It
really is amazing how fast this bike is. It comes on hard in the mid, and rips a long, long time
before you have to grab another gear. Anytime I found myself in too tall a gear, all I had to do is
keep it pinned and give the clutch a poke. It's a good thing for KTM the motor is awesome,
because the chassis is not my favorite. The KTM feels tall and long, and it seems to have a dip
in the seating compartment. In natural-terrain and off-road situations the bike shines, but it feels
unnatural in the air. If you like man-made obstacles it might take some time to come to grips
with the KTM. Latest Tests. Dirt Bikes. Buyers Guide.

